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About This Game

Build and brawl in this fast and frantic mash-up! Race your opponents to build the most powerful towers in Slam Bolt City
while defending against deceptively adorable baddies and hugely epic bosses. Create weapons that shoot lasers, drills, missiles,
and more to annihilate your adversary. Battle in four-player co-op campaign mode, or go head-to-head for more brawling and
block-building awesomeness. This version includes 5 new levels as well as two new very cool unlockable characters (Bullseye

from Monday Night Combat and Steve from Minecraft!)

Slam Bolt Scrappers Features

 Up to 4-player local co-op and competitive modes

 7 different level types with unique environments that hugely change how you play!

 Unlockable characters and outfits

 Full Big Picture support for awesome big screen action.

 Single player campaign complete with boss levels!
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I love stategy games and this is one of my new favs! Got some gameplay here: https://youtu.be/t0nEwtWCSgY. Pretty fun and
atmospheric game. Be warned, it does get rather difficult towards the end.. Played quite a while on this game so far and I think
it has some real potential. A definite improvement visually from its predcessor and I prefer that this is largely controlled from
the mouse rather than KB for movement and mouse for view on the last one.
Be warned and please remember that this game is in early access, so lots of missing content but not lacking potential! Updates
are fairly slow to be released so if you want a finished product ASAP this may not be for you.. Fun game but quite a few bugs!
(Like you fell out of the map if you moved too close to walls and so on lol) The story was really good tho! 7/10 stars!. Both Act
of War Games, have been finally updated to work on Modern Systems.
I have i7 CPU and Geforce 970 using windows 7, both games work and play good.
One minor complaint is Direct Action needs a community patch to run 1080p, but there is NO UI stretching and looks perfect
when patch and AA forced from Nvidia Control Panel.

I'm not really much of online multiplayer gamer, so I have no idea if MP is alive or works at all. But the game does have AI
Skirmish with a nice selection of maps.

Act of War is true classic, and I was always disappointed it never worked on modern machines. I am now delighted that it can be
played once again. This game had stellar presentation for back in 2005. You should enjoy yourself if you like the idea of pseudo
present day military RTS with Full Motion Video cutscenes with decent acting and good production values.. Iwould like to shunt
with this item dont understand how to use on doncaster shunt any help please
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how do i play multiplayer'. Visually stunning (and minimalistic) game. It's a puzzle game, with no tutorial or anything, just a bit
of text that explains something. It's not enough to even get started really. Anyway, most of the players will be able to solve the
first few levels with relative ease. By the time you'll hit sequence 4 things will become more difficult. From that moment on it's
more a matter of trial-and-error. You've been warned.

[Rating: 63/100]. it's Fun play like Yume Nikki but sadly....only one ending and is not longer than Yume Nikki. Proper old
school shooter think Defender crossed with R-Type. Great boardgame that brings the flavor and style of classic war movies to
the gaming table turned into a very well made PC game. Fast moving, simple and fun. Not a head scratcher or deep thinker but
with plenty of real wargaming goodness under a thick, glossy coat of awesome. If I were a millionaire, I would fly to France,
visit the guys at Devil Pig Games and get all the expansions that have been released to the boardgame into this game right away.
Including the soon to be released Shadows Over Normandie standalone which features Dark sun cultists and everyone's favorite
greater evil Cthulhu.. Hyper Light Drifter's Arcade Mode. It would be cool that you would add a creature creator without having
to enter the world or modify a creature, but over all, it's a pretty good game! ;). a Beatiful alternative to World of Warplane and
War Thunder. The first Super Seducer was a masterpiece. Took itself seriously, but with a couple jokes and humor thrown in.
The 2nd, not so good. If you loved #1 as much as I did, don't get this one. It's just cringy and bad jokes after bad jokes. I'm
seriously disappointed. I thought it would be as "serious" as the 1st one was.

EDIT: After speaking with Richard, the game's creator, I understand more the reasons SS2 is made the way it is. I am not
changing my review, but I understand. I hope SS3 will go back to how SS1 was, or at least a mix of both.
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